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what is peer review? why should i use scholarly articles ... - why should i use scholarly articles?
scholarly articles are the most credible sources you can find because of the rigorous peer-review process. they
are written by people who have studied this subject for many years and they have been reviewed by other
people with similar experience. they are thoroughly researched, which what is a scholarly article and why
is it important? - what is a scholarly article and why is it important? a scholarly article is a short document,
written by an expert, for other experts, to communicate new information. the peer review process is what
makes these documents special. before a scholarly article gets published, a group of other experts read the
article and decide whether it contains ... the top 10 reasons why manuscripts are not accepted for ... this article discusses why many research projects that have been presented in abstract form are never
published as full articles, and lists 10 reasons why manuscripts are not accepted for publi-cation in respiratory
care. some of these reasons are easily avoidable or readily overcome. why the best kids books are written
in blood - home - ncte - and now, as an adult looking back, i wonder why those saviors tried to warn me
about the crimes that were already being committed against me. when some cultural critics fret about the
“ever-more-appalling” ya books, they aren’t trying to protect african-american teens forced to walk through
metal detectors on their way into school. what is 'good legal writing' and why does it matter? - what is
“good legal writing” and why does it matter? mark k. osbeck* * abstract law schools face increasing pressure
to improve instruction in practice-oriented skills. one of the most important of these skills is legal writing. the
existing literature on legal writing contains various rules and sugges- fluency without fear: research
evidence on the best ways ... - call of math facts, research evidence points in one direction: the best way to
develop fluency with numbers is to develop number sense and to work with numbers in different ways, not to
blindly memorize without number sense. when teachers emphasize the memorization of facts, and give tests
to measure number facts students suffer finding scholarly, peer-reviewed articles - librarysu - finding
scholarly, peer-reviewed articles 1. you need to find two scholarly, peer-reviewed articles, but what are they?
where are they? 2. peer-reviewed articles are written by experts and reviewed by other experts — their peers
— before they are published. another name you’ll hear for peer-reviewed articles is “refereed” articles. 3. the
most-cited law review articles of all time - the most-cited law review articles of all time number of
citations by social science journals to that article, resulting in a relatively complete count of law citations plus
social science citations.13 "law." law critical reviews of journal articles - personal world wide ... - critical
reviews of journal articles ... a critical review of a journal article is an evaluation of an article's strengths,
weaknesses and validity. it is used to inform readers of an article's value through explanation, interpretation
and analysis. ... the best reviews illustrate that elusive quality which makes their piece both why save
endangered species? - united states fish and ... - endangered species, texas wild rice, could result in a
strain adaptable to other regions of the country. christopher best walker’s manioc is an endangered plant
endemic to the lower rio grande valley of southern texas and northeastern mexico. it is closely related to an
important crop plant, cassava, which is a staple food in many parts
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